
1) Introduction
The excellent control of layer thick-
ness and doping profile by MBE allows
vertical devices on the scale of some
ten nanometers. Both subtractive "' and
additive '' methods have been developed
for structuring the epitaxial layers
in lateral dimensions down to the
submicrometer regirne. This is the ba-
sis for a reasonable threedimensional
integration. The use of vertical de-
vices makes such a threedimensional
network even more flexible. The power
,and elegance of MBE-growth in crea-
Itittg vertical devices is demonstrated
bV fabricating vertical MOSFETs with
lcirannet lengtls below the lirnits of
any lateral technology.

2 ) Experinent
The MBE growth temperature is in ge-
neral about sOO"c for the doPed
layers. Some of the samPles have
SPE-grown lr'tr'r contact layers. The in-
strinsic regions are formed at 7oo c.
Antimony serves as n-dopant. Boron is
used for p-tyPe doPing. The growth
rate is L ATsec.

We have grown bot[ mesa islands in
nicro shadow masks 6' and epilayers on
(L00) -Si substrates. Afterwards the
epilayers were structured laterally
bt plasma etching. At the side walls
of the mesas we have f abricated vel:-
tical n-channel MOSFETs with source-
drain distances varying from 1-80 nm
to 45 nm ( f i9. 1- ) . Some of the
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samples have a LDD epilayer sequence.
The short source-drain distance re-
quires a high channel doping to avoid
punch-through. This in turn leads to
hign electric fietds in the Pn-
junctions. To overcome these problems
tne channel doping is done in form of
a detta doped laYer of boron, which
is separated from both the source and
the drain n* -region by nominally in-
trinsic regions of identical
thickness.
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Fig.l: Schematic view of a vertical
llOsFET with 50 nm source-drain
distance
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Vertical n-MOSFETs with channel lengths down to 45 nm have
been grown by Si- molecular beam epitaxy. The growth of
thermal oxide on the mesas and the diffusion of the dopants
are investigated. We discuss the electrical behaviour of a
50 nm MOSFET.
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To retain the sharpness of the doping
profiles the oxidation temperature
for the gate insulator is limited to
7OO"C. To improve the break-through
behaviour of the gate insulator a 30
nm ( resp. 40 nm) CVD-nitride is de-
posited on top of the oxide. The gate
metallization is made of evaporated
aluminum. The FET is encapsulated by
a sputter oxide. The contact Pads
consist of sputtered Ti/W and Pt.

3 ) Results
A sharp and well-defined doping pro-
file is crucial for the function of
these extremly short FETs. SII{S pro-
files prove a good steePness of 6
nn/dek for Sb and 1-0 nm/dek for B af-
ter the cornplete processing of the
FET.
The mesa-grown sarnples exhibit
( l-Ll- ) -surfaces in the channel region
( fig.2 ). (LL1)-surfaces are energe-
tically pre.f erred by the epitaxial
mesa growth".
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channel we have also grrown LDD epi-
layer sequences with lower doPing
density ( n=5 l-018 cm-t ) in the con-
tact region attached to the channel.

The size of the guadratic mesa struc-
tures is 180 lrm * 180 Pn. So the
width of the vertical MOSFET is given
by 72O pm and the area of the rbulkl
diode paralle1 to the FET by 3.24 LoA

p[h'. The room temperature drain and
gate characteristics of a 50 nm FET
with an effective oxide thickness of
30 nm are shown in fig.3 resp. fig.4.

The measured drain current is the sum
of the currents across the transistor
and the parallel rbulkt diode in the
interior of the mesa. The current
across the diode dominates the drain
characteristics at source-drain vol-
tages above 4V. Therefore the satura-
tion regime of the transistor is not
observed.
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Fig.z: TE!{ picture ( 3oo 000x ) of a
mesa-grown UOSFnf with 50 nm source-
drain distance
After oxidation a microroughness of
the ( LLL) -surface of less than 3 nm
is observed ( fig.2 ) . The enhanced
growth rate of thermal oxide on high-
ly doped regions allows the growth of
a thin ( 15 nm resP. 25 nm ) oxide

at the channel region while getting a
three to four times thicker oxide at
the contacts. This reduces the risk
of an oxide break-through at the top
edg= of the vertical FET. To get an
homogenous oxide thickness above the

Fig.3s Drain characteristics of a 50
nm l.toSFET with 30 nn effeetive oxide
thictrness. The gate voltage is varied
from ov to 9v in steps of I'v.

At a source-drain voltage V=a of LV
the leakage current of the transistor
is around 30 pA ( equivalent to a re-
sistance of 30 kQ ) , which means a

current density of L nA/pm'across the
parallel bulk diode. While increasing
the gate voltage the drain current
saturates at - L0 mA for V"u=1-V . This
means a serial resistance of -IOOO.
The subthreshold swing is determined
to be around 1-V/dek. The low value of
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Ehe subthreshold swing results from
Ehe high oxide thickness compared to
Ehe source-drain distance and fitswell with simulated data
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Fig. {: Gate characteristics of a 50
nm I,IOSFEI with 30 nm ef fective oxide
tbielcness. The drain voltage rmounts
to l.V.

l) Conclusion
Ihe capability of MBE for the fabri-cation of ultra short vertical MOS-
FETs in Si has been demonstrated. Themajor challenge for processing such
Cevices is an improvement of the low
Eemperature gate oxide. The access to
MOSFETS with channel 1engths smaller
than 50 nm now allows the investiga-tion of ballistic transport or velo-city overshoot in silicon.
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